The quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect, a condensed matter analog of the parity anomaly, is characterized by a quantized Hall conductivity in the absence of an external magnetic field. However, it has been recently shown that, even in the presence of Landau levels, the QAH effect can be distinguished from the conventional quantum Hall (QH) effect due to the parity anomaly. As a signature of this effect, we predicted coexistent counterpropagating QAH and QH edge states. In the present work, we generalize these findings to QAH insulators with broken particle-hole symmetry. In particular, we derive the connection to the spectral asymmetry, which is a topological quantity arising in the context of Dirac-like systems. Moreover, it is shown that, depending on the magnetic field direction, particle-hole asymmetry strengthens or weakens the hybridization of the counterpropagating QH and QAH edge states. Implications for ferro-or paramagnetic topological insulators are derived which paves the way towards identifying signatures of the QAH effect even in external magnetic fields.
Breaking of parity and time-reversal (TR) symmetry is the underlying principle for chiral, dissipationless edge transport at the boundary of two-dimensional (2D) systems 1,2 , manifesting itself in a quantized Hall conductivity σ xy . There are two prominent examples of this in 2D: The quantum Hall (QH) and the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect. In the first effect, parity and TR symmetry are broken by an external out-of-plane magnetic field. As such, the QH phase relies on the formation of Landau levels (LLs). In the second effect, these symmetries are violated by the band structure itself, even in the absence of a magnetic field 3 . More precisely, the QAH phase is based upon the inversion of electron and hole subbands for a single spin direction which can be experimentally realized by the introduction of magnetic dopants into topological insulators [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In the context of high energy physics, this phenomenon, i.e., the requirement of a quantized σ xy in the absence of LLs, is known as parity anomaly [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . More generally, the parity anomaly describes the necessity of a broken parity and TR symmetry in odd spacetime dimensions for an odd number of Dirac fermions 9, 10 .
Albeit QH and QAH phases have different physical origins, they fall into the same symmetry class 14 and are both described by a Z-topological invariant 2 . When a QAH insulator is subjected to an external magnetic field, it is hence natural to ask whether unique signatures of the QAH phase persist in the presence of LLs. With respect to actual solid-state materials, this issue is of particular importance for paramagnetic topological insulators, such as (Hg,Mn)Te, as in these materials a finite magnetic field is required to realize the QAH phase 3, 7 .
Recently, this fundamental question was addressed in Ref. 15 focusing mainly on particle-hole (PH) symmetric Chern insulators. Therein, it was shown that the QAH topology remains encoded in the presence of a magnetic field in the bulk LL spectrum by means of a particular topological quantity, the spectral asymmetry η 16, 17 , which is a signature of the parity anomaly 18, 19 . The spectral asymmetry represents the difference in the amount of states between valence and conduction band. Furthermore, it was shown that QH and QAH edge states can coexist at a certain chemical potential. In contrast to conventional QH phases, QH and QAH edge states can exhibit thereby different chiralities and are hence counterpropagating. They form a pair of helical-like edge states 20 .
In this work, we generalize the formalism developed in Ref. 15 to generic QAH insulators that exhibit a broken PH symmetry. In this context, we show that a broken PH symmetry, contrary to the naive expectation, does not contribute to the spectral asymmetry. Instead, it acts as a magnetic-field-dependent chemical potential. Furthermore, we show that a broken PH symmetry can either strengthen or weaken the hybridization of the coexisting, helical-like QH and QAH edge states, depending on the magnetic field direction. Finally, we compare transport signatures of para-and ferromagnetic topological insulators which are described by the Bernevig-Hughes-Zhang (BHZ) model (consisting of two Chern insulators) 21, 22 . For ferromagnetic topological insulators, we show that the key signature of the QAH phase in magnetic fields is a hysteresis-like behavior of the Hall conductivity. While this feature has been already confirmed experimentally 23 , we show that it is limited to a regime, where the magnetization of the ferromagnet dominates over the external field. When the orbital part of the magnetic field starts to dominate, we predict a sudden drop of σ xy to zero. The experimental observation of this prediction is so far outstanding. In the case of paramagnetic topological insulators, we show that the Hall conductivity follows a reentrant like behavior. This means a transition with increasing magnetic fields from 0 to ±e 2 /h back to 0. We show that both signatures are encoded in the spectral asymmetry and are as such a representative of the parity anomaly.
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The paper is structured as follows. We start in Sec. I by introducing Chern insulators and the BHZ Hamiltonian. In Sec. II, we briefly review and summarize how the spectral asymmetry manifests itself in the particle number of a PH symmetric Chern insulator. Particularly, the connection to the parity anomaly is clarified. In Sec. III, a generalization to Chern insulators with broken PH symmetry is presented. A general expression for the Hall conductivity is derived in Sec. IV. Implications of a broken PH symmetry on the coexistence of QH and QAH edge states in magnetic fields are discussed in Secs. V and VI. All results are combined in Sec. VII to discuss the role of the parity anomaly and the spectral asymmetry for the full BHZ model. Differences between ferro-and paramagnetic topological insulators are explained, and experimental consequences are derived. We conclude in Sec. VIII by providing a summary and an outlook.
I. MODEL
Our starting point is the BHZ model 21
where both spin blocks are connected by TR and parity symmetry and each spin block is determined by a Chern insulator 24 :
Here, k 2 = k 2 x + k 2 y , k ± = k x ± ik y , M is the Dirac mass, B and D are related to the effective mass, and A couples the two subbands. In particular, the parameter D breaks the PH symmetry 25 . For clarity, App. B reviews the symmetries of the BHZ model and compares them with those of a Chern insulator.
The bulk spectrum of the BHZ model is double degenerated and reads
where s = {↑, ↓} denotes either the spin up [h(k)] or the spin down [h * (−k)] block. For M/B > 0, the system is in the quantum spin Hall (QSH) phase and hosts a pair of counterpropagating, helical edge states in the bulk gap 21, 22 . Using a unitary transformation, we can recast Eq. (1) into the following form,
where U = Diag [σ 0 , σ y ]. The dependence on the parameters M and B is written out explicitly to show that it is sufficient to obtain analytical results for a single spin block. Results for the second spin direction are then derived by replacing M → −M and B → −B. Before we consider the case of broken PH symmetry, we introduce first some general concepts and briefly review the most important, recently derived, results for a single Chern insulator with D = 0 15 .
II. SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY: CHERN INSULATOR OBEYING PH SYMMETRY
In contrast to the full BHZ model, a Chern insulator [Eq. (2) ] is characterized by a broken TR and parity symmetry by virtue of the Dirac mass M and the nonrelativistic mass B. This comes along with an integer quantized Hall response in the bulk gap, even in the absence of a magnetic field. In particular, σ xy = ν e 2 /h, where the Chern number is given by 26
Hence, the system is described by a Z-topological invariant 1 . We refer to a nontrivial Chern insulator (M/B > 0) synonymously as a QAH insulator. Note that the Hall conductivity does not vanish in the limit of M, B → 0 ± , but depends on whether we approach the limit from above or below. If we started with a parity symmetric theory (M = B = 0), we would need to introduce a parity-breaking regulator during the computation of σ xy 8, 9, 27 . This shows that a single, parityinvariant Chern insulator cannot exist in two (spatial) dimensions. This unique phenomenon is a peculiarity of odd spacetime dimensions and is known as the parity anomaly 9 . The intrinsic Chern number, given by Eq. (5) (defined by its unique relation to the parity-breaking mass terms M and B), is therefore a necessary consequence of the parity anomaly. A parity invariant theory is only possible in (2+1)D, if it is either embedded within a higher dimensional space [in this case, (3+1)D] or by adding a second Chern insulator 9, 12 . The latter scenario is relevant when we come back to the BHZ model.
Let us now consider the effect of an external, out-ofplane magnetic field B ⊥ which can be incorporated using the Peierls substitution in the Landau gauge k → k + eA/ with A = −yB ⊥ e x . We adopt periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction and require the wave functions to be square-integrable in the y-direction. Analytic results for the corresponding bulk LL energies are obtained by replacing the canonical momentum operators with ladder operators 22 :
where l B ⊥ = / |eB ⊥ | is the magnetic length, n is the LL index, and we set D = 0. The corresponding wave functions are for completeness given in App. A.
The underlying PH symmetry (D = 0) is broken by applying the external magnetic field. This is on the one hand reflected by the formation of a single, unpaired n = 0 LL [see Figs. 1(a) and (c)]. This specific LL is located either in the valence (E < 0) or in the conduction band (E > 0) depending on sgn(eB ⊥ ) sgn M − B/l 2 B ⊥ . On the other hand, although all LLs with n ≥ 1 come in pairs, they are not symmetric with respect to zero energy because of the non-relativistic mass parameter B. This is visualized by a sketch of the bulk LL energies in Fig. 1(a) . To be precise, this additional contribution to the asymmetry is proportional to sgn(eB ⊥ ) sgn(B) [cf. Eq. (6)].
The corresponding bulk particle number in magnetic fields for an arbitrary chemical potential µ can be calculated using the following expression 28 :
Here, · · · marks the expectation value and Ψ (x) is the second-quantized fermionic field operator (twocomponent LL spinor), whose explicit form is given in App. A. We use antisymmetrization as the appropriate operator ordering. For D = 0, this choice is equivalent to normal ordering and ensures a vanishing particle number in the bulk gap at the charge neutrality point (µ = 0) for B ⊥ = 0. Equation (8) consists of two contributions: The first term denotes the expectation value of the 'conventional' (fermionic) number operator N 0 µ,B ⊥ with
where b n,kx destroys an electron in the n-th conduction band LL with momentum k x , and d n,kx destroys a hole in the n-th valence band LL with momentum k x . Here, we mean by 'conventional' that N 0 consists only of fermionic operators and counts the number of filled and empty states with respect to the charge neutrality point at B ⊥ = 0. In Eq. (9), the n = 0 LL plays a special role, since it belongs either to the first (E n=0 > 0) or to the second (E n=0 < 0) sum. This is because it is either part of the valence or the conduction band, as we have pointed out before. The second term in Eq. (8) is the spectral asymmetry which is given by
Roughly speaking, η is a measure of the asymmetry of the entire spectrum. It is hence zero if the spectrum obeys a PH symmetry,
or a chiral symmetry, where U C and U S are unitary matrices [further details are given in App. B]. This is because for every contribution in the first sum of Eq. (10), these symmetries guarantee exactly one corresponding term (with the opposite sign) in the second sum 29 . The spectral asymmetry can be only nonzero if PH and chiral symmetry are broken. It is for that reason no surprise that a magnetic field, which breaks the underlying PH symmetry, can induce a nonzero η in a QAH insulator. More concretely, we showed explicitly in Ref. 15 that, for D = 0,
where n 0 = S/ 2πl 2 B ⊥ is the LL degeneracy and S = L x L y is the area. This result consists of two distinct contributions: Firstly, the asymmetry which arises from the existence of a single, unpaired n = 0 LL, reflected by sgn(eB ⊥ ) sgn M − B/l 2 B ⊥ , and, secondly, from the asymmetry of all LLs with n ≥ 1, reflected by sgn(eB ⊥ ) sgn(B). Comparing Eq. (5) with (13) , it is apparent that the spectral asymmetry is a direct consequence of the intrinsic Chern number and is as such a signature of the parity anomaly. Furthermore, Eq. (13) shows that, for a QAH insulator with M, B < 0 and sgn(eB ⊥ ) > 0, increasing the magnetic field is accompanied by an increase in the spectral asymmetry. This means the magnetic field pushes successively more and more states from the conduction into the valence band. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The amount of excess charge corresponds effectively to having in total one more LL in the valence band. This process continues until the n = 0 LL, which traverses the bulk gap for B = 0 [ Fig. 1(c) ], crosses over into the conduction band at
This point is marked for clarity in Fig. 1 (c). Above this critical field, the two distinct contributions of η cancel each other, implying that valence and conduction band contain the same number of states and η = 0. Equation (13) therefore links the special properties of the n = 0 LL in a QAH insulator to a topological quantity, the spectral asymmetry η(B ⊥ ). Note that, in contrast, a trivial Chern insulator exhibits η = 0 independent of the magnetic field.
III. SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY: CHERN INSULATOR WITHOUT PH SYMMETRY
We now want to include the D parameter in our model, which breaks PH symmetry already at B ⊥ = 0. One might naively expect that introducing D should alter the spectral asymmetry, Eq. (13), as η measures the asymmetry of the underlying spectrum. However, this would be in conflict with our statement that η is a signature of the parity anomaly. The D parameter breaks neither parity nor TR symmetry and is from this point of view not expected to appear in the spectral asymmetry.
To clarify this issue, let us first check whether antisymmetrization is still an appropriate way to derive the normal ordered particle number operator. This means antisymmetrization should ensure a vanishing particle number in the ground state |vac . To this end, we normal order all fermionic operators with respect to E z = −M D/B, implying that vac|N 0 |vac = 0, where N 0 is understood analogously to Eq. (9). This specific value is chosen because E z corresponds to the Dirac point and, hence, to the charge neutrality point of our system 30 . To verify that the particle number vanishes in the bulk gap, we are left with computing the spectral asymmetry:
Since both sums are separately divergent, a regularization procedure must be employed to evaluate this expression. Here, we choose a heat-kernel regulator 17 , meaning that in Eq. (15) all summands must be replaced accord-ing to
where E ± (k) is given by Eq.
(3) (with s = ↑). At the end of this calculation, the limit κ → 0 + must be performed to recover the original expression. The regularized spectral asymmetry takes the form:
It is convenient to replace both sums by integrals in the continuum limit, i.e., kx,ky → S/(2π) 2 dk x dk y . Additionally, we Taylor expand the eigenenergies in Eq. (17) for large momenta to simplify the expression further [O(k −2 )]:
Since the heat-kernel regulator in Eq. (17) affects only large energy (momentum) solutions, this approximation becomes exact in the limit κ → 0 + [App. D]. This allows us to recast Eq. (17) into conventional Gaussian integrals,
where B ± = |B| ± D. We arrive finally at the expression:
Based on this result, it is clear that antisymmetrization is no longer equivalent to normal ordering. It does not to ensure a vanishing particle number in the bulk gap. This issue can be traced back to the PH asymmetry, which breaks the one-to-one correspondence between terms in the first and the second sum of Eq. (10). As a result, even in the absence of a magnetic field, the two divergent sums do not longer cancel each other. However based on Eq. (20), we can now define a new, properly renormalized number operatorÑ by subtracting Eq. (20) from the antisymmetrized number operator at finite B ⊥ :
where η κ (B ⊥ = 0) = η κ (0). This redefinition is mandatory to fulfill the physical requirement that Ñ µ=Ez,B ⊥ =0 = 0 at the charge neutrality point. This choice is also consistent with Eq. (8) in the limit D = 0.
To be finally in the position to evaluate the particle number for arbitrary µ and B ⊥ , we first have to calculate the spectral asymmetry η κ (B ⊥ ) [cf. Eq. (21)]. In that regard, we need the LL energies for D = 0 22 :
and
Note that the n = 0 LL crosses the charge neutrality point E z at B ⊥ = B ⊥,triv , which is the same critical magnetic field that we obtained for the PH symmetric case, Eq. (14) . Using again the heat-kernel regularization, the spectral asymmetry becomes
where we introduced the abbreviation s ≡ sgn(eB ⊥ ).
The summation runs over all momenta k x and all LLs. The first term marks the contribution of the n = 0 LL. Recall that it is either part of the valence
The second and third term mark the contribution of all LLs with n ≥ 1. Analogously to the approximation used in Eq. (18), we Taylor expand the exponents in the latter equation for large n. The resulting approximation is exact in the limit κ → 0 + [App. D]. Equation (24) takes then the form:
where kx = n 0 is the LL degeneracy. This result can be recast noting that both sums form geometric series. After additionally Taylor expanding this result for small κ, we find that Eq. (25) becomes
where η κ (0) and η(B ⊥ ) are given by Eq. (20) and Eq. (13), respectively. Inserting now Eq. (26) into Eq. (21) and performing the limit κ → 0 + , we obtain the final result for the renormalized particle number in magnetic fields:
which matches exactly the result of the PH symmetric case [Eq. (8) ]. The naive expectation that the Dparameter should contribute to the spectral asymmetry is wrong. Instead, η(B ⊥ ) depends only on the parity breaking mass terms M and B. Physically, this underlines once more that the spectral asymmetry is a consequence of the parity anomaly and is therefore exclusively related to parity breaking mass terms. The explicit role of the D-parameter in magnetic fields will become clear in the following sections.
IV. HALL CONDUCTIVITY: BULK PERSPECTIVE
Having determined a general expression for the particle number in magnetic fields, the Hall conductivity σ xy can be computed using Streda's formula, σ xy = ∂ρ(µ, B ⊥ )/∂B ⊥ | µ . Here, ρ(µ, B ⊥ ) = −e Ñ µ,B ⊥ /S is the charge carrier density and Ñ µ,B ⊥ is given by Eq. (27) . Based on the special form of the number operator, the Hall conductivity can be divided in two distinct contributions 31 ,
We define the first term by its exclusive relation to the spectral asymmetry:
This quantity is independent of the chemical potential as it is a property of the entire spectrum. In comparison, σ II xy depends on µ since it comprises all contributions that are associated to the conventional number operator N 0 :
where |µ, B ⊥ defines an arbitrary many-particle state.
Recall that it is zero in the ground state, since all fermionic operators are normal ordered with respect to E z , meaning:
where n = {0, 1} means that the product starts either at n = 0 or 1, depending on whether the n = 0 LL is part of the valence or the conduction band, respectively. Consequently, Eq. (30) can be only nonzero for µ = E z , and is directly related to the number of filled, or empty, LLs with respect to E z .
To find a general expression for σ II xy (µ, B ⊥ ), we have to distinguish several cases due to the special properties of the n = 0 LL. Let us start with M, B < 0 and |B ⊥ | < B ⊥,triv , implying that the n = 0 LL is filled in the ground state. In that case, the many-particle state |µ,
where N max (µ) gives the number of empty valence band LLs. Inserting this state into Eq. (30), we arrive at
where for the given magnetic field direction
Taking the same parameters but choosing µ > E z , the corresponding many-particle state reads
where N max (µ) is the number of filled conduction band LLs. The associated Hall conductivity is given by
The latter equation does not include the n = 0 LL, since it is already filled in the ground state for the given set of parameters.
In the next step, we keep the same parameters but flip the sign of the magnetic field, B ⊥ < 0. Most importantly and in contrast to the case B ⊥ > 0, the n = 0 LL is now unoccupied in the ground state. The arbitrary manyparticle states with µ = E z are therefore given by
|µ
where one should pay special attention to the role of the n = 0 LL. Again, we insert these equations into Eq. (30) and arrive for µ < E z at
and for µ > E z at
where
These steps must be repeated for all possible signs of M, B and D, as well as one has to consider the additional cases for which |B ⊥ | > B ⊥,triv . After a lengthy but straightforward calculation, a general expression for σ II xy can be finally determined:
whereμ ≡ µ + D/l 2 B ⊥ . Let us summarize the physical implications which we can derive from Eqs. (29) and (40) . The first term, σ I xy , is connected solely to the spectral asymmetry and is as such a signature of the parity anomaly. It is only nonzero if the system is for B ⊥ = 0 a QAH insulator, i.e., M/B > 0. We probe exclusively σ I xy , the 'QAH regime', if the chemical potential is placed within
We refer to this regime as the Dirac mass gap because of its relation to the intrinsic bulk band gap of a Chern insulator. Given that µ is placed within the Dirac mass gap, the Hall conductivity is an even function of the magnetic field, i.e., σ I xy (−B ⊥ ) = σ I xy (B ⊥ ). This constitutes a violation of the Onsager relation (cf. App. C). Moreover, Eqs. (29) and (41) The second term in Eq. (28), σ II xy , contributes additionally to the total Hall conductivity only if the chemical potential is placed outside of the Dirac mass gap, so that extra LLs are filled/emptied with respect to the ground state. In contrast to Eq. (29), each of these contributions is related to a single LL. Their origin is reflected by their sgn(eB ⊥ )-dependence, seen in Eq. (40) . More precisely, for sgn(eB ⊥ ) > 0 every conduction band LL contributes −e 2 /h and every valence band LL +e 2 /h. The signs come in reverse when we flip the direction of the magnetic field. Hence, Eq. (40) describes conventional QH physics, generated by the external magnetic field.
Finally, let us briefly comment on the connection between our findings and quantum electrodynamics (QED) in d = 2 + 1 dimensions. A Chern insulator is equivalent to a (2+1)D Dirac equation for B = D = 0 and A = 1 (limit has to be taken before regularization). In this case, only the unpaired n = 0 LL contributes to the spectral asymmetry and η(B ⊥ ) = n 0 sgn(eB ⊥ ) sgn(M ) 8, 19 . This leaves us with a half-quantized Hall response and, therefore, with a fractional ground state charge 11, 32 . In contrast, a QAH insulator, as described by Eq. (29) exhibits an integer quantized Hall response and, hence, an integer-valued ground state charge. The momentumdependent mass term B contributes additionally to the spectral asymmetry and acts as if there is an effective partner of the otherwise unpaired n = 0 LL. The field theoretical aspect of this point is discussed in detail in Ref. 33 .
V. HALL CONDUCTIVITY: EDGE PERSPECTIVE
The bulk-boundary correspondence implies that topological edge states must exist at the boundary between topologically nontrivial and trivial regimes 34, 35 . The number of edge channels is determined by the absolute value of the filling factor |ν| = |σ xy |h/e 2 and their chirality is given by the sign of each individual contribution ν i = ±1, with ν = i ν i . For a QAH insulator in magnetic fields, there are two sources giving rise to topological edge channels: The intrinsic QAH topology and the external magnetic field. We now map a QAH insulator [Eq. (2)] on a lattice 36 and study the properties of the associated, distinct topological edge states. Analogously to the previous bulk calculations, we keep periodic boundary conditions in the x-direction, but require the wave functions to vanish at y = ±L y /2. The procedure of mapping the Hamiltonian on the lattice introduces a hard cut-off in momentum space with k max ∼ a −1 , where a is the lattice constant, i.e., the lattice acts as the necessary regulator 37 . In comparison to the continuum theory, this guarantees a finite number of degrees of freedom, so that no further regularization, like employing a heat-kernel, is needed to determine physical observables like the charge or the Hall conductivity 38 .
Let us now focus on a QAH insulator with M, B < 0. In the absence of a magnetic field, the Dirac point is located in the bulk gap at E z = −M D/B 30 , where the system is at half-filling. The charge neutrality point coincides therefore with the Dirac point, employed already in Sec. III. The corresponding band structure at B ⊥ = 0 is shown in Fig. 2(a) , for which the color code reflects the spatial wave function localization in the y-direction. Bulk LLs are depicted in gray, while edge states are displayed in red. Gradually increasing now the magnetic field pushes the QAH edge states and, associated, the Dirac point into the valence band for sgn(eB ⊥ ) > 0, or into the conduction band for sgn(eB ⊥ ) < 0 15,30 . To make this more explicit, two Chern insulator spectra are shown for out-of-plane magnetic fields of 1 T and −1 T in Figs. 2(b) and (c), respectively. It is apparent that for the given system parameters and independent of the magnetic field direction, edge states traverse the Dirac mass gap [cf. Eq. (41)], which is marked by the blue area in Figs. 2(a)-(c). Recall that the Dirac mass gap signifies the regime where the Hall conductivity is an even function of the magnetic field. Based on the principle of bulk-boundary correspondence, we can infer that these states must be uniquely related to σ I xy , Eq. (29), since this is the only term which can contribute within the Dirac mass gap. Ergo, these states are the descendants of the QAH edge states and exist only if M/B > 0 and
The QAH edge states can also continue to exist outside of the Dirac mass gap, since they are not bound by a Heaviside step function [cf. Eq. (29)]. This is clearly observed for positive magnetic fields as shown in Fig. 2(b) , where counterpropagating (helical-like) QH and QAH edge states coexist in the valence band. To be more precise, for k x > 0, all QH edge states exhibit a negative Fermi velocity in the valence band, while the QAH edge state has a positive Fermi velocity. However, there is no clear signature of QAH edge states outside of the Dirac mass gap for negative magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . In the latter case, this is because the QAH edge states are strongly hybridized with conduction band states. To illustrate this, we indicated the QAH edge states before hybridizing with QH states by dashed lines in Fig. 2(c) . We explain the parameter dependence of this process and its physical implications in the next section.
Let us now focus at first on the signatures of the QAH edge states within Dirac mass gap. In this regime, QH edge states cannot exist [see Eqs. (29) and (40) ] so that the QAH edge states are protected from hybridization. In particular, we focus on how the violation of the Onsager relation is connected to the QAH edge states. To this end, the wave functions for two selected points are shown in Fig. 2(f) ]. Flipping the magnetic field direction results therefore in changing the spatial localization of edge states at given k x .
The associated Hall resistance R H can be now computed employing the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. For a six terminal set-up, schematically depicted in Fig. 2(d) , it follows that 15, 39 :
where T c = T i+1←i is the transmission probability in clockwise direction, i.e., from the i-th to the (i + 1)-th contact; T a = T i←i+1 is the transmission probability in anticlockwise direction. We consider first the QAH case in which the chemical potential is placed at the point A in Fig. 2(b) . Since the Fermi velocity v x = −1 ∂E/∂k x is positive for k x > 0 and the wave function is located at the top edge of our stripe geometry, there is only one chiral edge channel propagating clockwise along the edges of the Hall bar. This amounts to T c = 1 and T a = 0 resulting in R H = h/e 2 .
In comparison, placing the chemical potential at the point A in Fig. 2(c) , the wave function of the QAH edge state for k x > 0 is located at the bottom edge and exhibits a negative Fermi velocity, i.e., both, the edge localization and the Fermi velocity flip sign for B ⊥ → −B ⊥ . The two effects combined yield again a clockwise propagating edge state which exhibits the same transmission probabilities and, hence, the same Hall resistance R H = h/e 2 , as the QAH edge state in Fig. 2(b) . This originates from the fact that, in both cases, the same QAH edge state is probed whose chirality is defined by the intrinsic Chern number and not by the magnetic field. As a result, the Hall conductivity in the Dirac mass gap is an even function of the magnetic field and, therefore, 
VI. INFLUENCE OF BROKEN PH SYMMETRY ON QAH EDGE STATES IN MAGNETIC FIELDS
We now turn the focus to properties of the QAH edge states outside of the Dirac mass gap. In particular, we clarify why, in this regime for the given set of parameters, QAH edge states are only clearly visible for B ⊥ > 0 [ Fig. 2(b) ] and not for B ⊥ < 0 [ Fig. 2(c) ]. Let us first start with the case of positive magnetic fields.
As we have stressed earlier, QAH states can hybridize with QH states outside of the Dirac mass gap, since they are not protected by symmetry. The crossing (up to finite size gaps) between the QAH edge states and the n = 0 LL, as it is observed in Fig. 3(a) , at k cross is instead protected by differently localized wave functions [ Fig. 3(c) ]. This situation is however not generic as a comparison with a Chern insulator with smaller D-parameter shows [see avoided crossings in Fig. 3(b) ]. To analyze this pro- cess quantitatively, we plot in Fig. 3(d) at B ⊥ = 1 T the hybridization gap ∆E of the QAH edge states and the n = 0 LL as a function of D for various Dirac masses M . The results show that increasing the absolute value of M and D increases the regime in which ∆E drops to zero (numerical resolution: ∆E = ±0.1 meV). This means that a strong PH asymmetry protects the edge states from hybridization with bulk LLs. In the following, we label the critical magnetic field above which ∆E = 0, i.e., a hybridization gap starts to form, by B ⊥,hyb .
Physically, the behavior of B ⊥,hyb in Fig. 3(d) can be understood noting that this critical field is basically determined by the parameter dependence of k cross . This is because k cross is intimately linked to the wave function overlap of QAH edge states and QH states. We can derive an analytic expression for k cross based on the energetic position of the n = 0 LL, Eq. (23) and the dispersion of the QAH edge states in magnetic fields. The latter is given by 30
and s = ± labels the edge states of the spin up (+) or down (−) Chern insulator, respectively. In the present case (spin up), the two crossing points are determined by solving E n=0 (B ⊥ ) = E + edge,↑ (k cross ) for k cross . Hybridization is almost absent if |k cross | k max (∆E ≈ 0), where 2k max = L y |eB ⊥ | / is the maximal width of a bulk LL. This is due to the fact that the QAH edge states are exponentially localized at the edges, while the Gaussian wave functions of the QH states are each centered at y kx = l 2 B ⊥ k x and have a standard deviation of σ = √ 2l B ⊥ . The wave functions are shown exemplary in Fig. 3(c) for the marked crossing point in Fig. 3(a) . In this case, coexisting, counterpropagating QH and QAH edge states are observed in the valence band.
A hybridization gap ∆E starts to form only if the distance d between the wave function centers gets of the order of the standard deviation σ, i.e., if d < d crit = cσ.
Here, c > 0 is a fitting parameter which can be adjusted to gain good agreement with the numerical results (typically, c ∼ 1). Assuming that the center of the QAH edge state lies approximately at the sample edge, the distance between the wave function centers is roughly given by d = L/2 − y kx . Hybridization takes therefore place for
An expression for the corresponding critical magnetic field is found by solving E n=0 (B ⊥,hyb ) = E + edge,↑ (k hyb ) for B ⊥,hyb , but we refrain here from showing the full analytic expression as it is very long and cumbersome. To gain some insight in the parameter dependence of B ⊥,hyb , we Taylor expand the analytical expression up to first order in D, resulting in where
The exact analytic behavior of B ⊥,hyb (D) for positive and negative magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Taken together, Eq. (45) and Fig. 4 show that, for B ⊥ > 0, the absolute value of B ⊥,hyb increases when D approaches B, i.e., a strong PH asymmetry protects the edge channels from hybridization. This is in contrast to the case of negative magnetic fields, where a strong PH asymmetry causes already at a few mT a strong hybridization of QH and QAH edge states. This is in accordance with the band structure calculations presented in Fig. 5 , which show that already magnetic fields of B ⊥ < −25 mT are sufficient to push the Dirac point into the conduction band and to cause large hybridization gaps. We can therefore attribute the difference in the appearance of the QAH edge states in Fig. 2(b) and (c) at B ⊥ = ±1 T to a strong PH asymmetry. Let us finally reiterate that this does not affect any signature of the QAH edge states within the Dirac mass gap, where they remain to be protected from hybridization.
Note that in real 2D topological insulators, which are described at low energies by the BHZ model, like (Hg,Mn)Te 21 or InAs/GaSb bilayers 41 , numerical devia- tions from these results might occur due to the natural limitations of the model. In particular, deviations can arise from employing the low-energy BHZ model and assuming an impurity-free system. Both assumptions can affect the explicit form of the wave functions, the position of the Dirac point 42, 43 and, hence, alter the hybridization of QH and QAH edge states. Independent of these possible contributions, Eq. (29) shows that the critical magnetic field, above which a hybridization gap must start to form, is given by B ⊥,triv [Eq. (14) ]. This is due to the fact that edge states are then no longer allowed to traverse the Dirac mass gap. In Ref. 15 , we proposed possible routes towards verifying their existence in transport experiments. This includes a special type of charge pumping in increasing magnetic fields and a characteristic transport behavior which is associated to the counterpropagating QAH and QH edge states in the presence of charge puddles.
We conclude this section by comparing our findings with a topologically trivial Chern insulator (M/B < 0) with D = 0. In this case, the Hall conductivity σ xy is solely determined by σ II xy , since the two contributions to the spectral asymmetry cancel each other, resulting in σ I xy = 0. Even though the system is of trivial topology, edge states, depicted in red, can exist outside of the Dirac mass gap for B ⊥ = 0, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . This paradoxical extension of edge states to the topologically trivial regime can be explained by an emergent, approximate chiral symmetry, provided that PH symmetry is violated at B ⊥ = 0 44 . But in stark contrast to QAH edge states, trivial edge states can never enter into the Dirac mass gap, even for B ⊥ = 0 [cf. Fig. 2 and 6 ].
VII. BHZ MODEL
We now go back to a QSH insulator described by the full BHZ model. To this end, we re-introduce the spin index to distinguish the two spin blocks [Eq. (1)]. Following our discussion below Eq. (4), we see that
which is given by Eq. (13) . The spectral asymmetry is therefore determined by
This is accompanied by a vanishing Hall conductivity σ xy in the Dirac mass gap:
where, according to Eq. (29),
Here, s = ↑, ↓ corresponds to ±, respectively. That in this case σ xy = 0 is a consequence of the parity and TR symmetry of the full model at B ⊥ = 0. However, we can consider the odd combination of both spin blocks 45 to distinguish this state from a trivial insulator:
which is nonzero for M/B > 0 and B ⊥ < B ⊥,triv . This concept is related to the nontrivial spin Hall conductivity of a QSH insulator 46 :
which takes on quantized values in the ballistic regime if M/B > 0. This relation highlights the fact that the nontrivial spin Hall conductivity of a QSH insulator can be also interpreted in the language of the parity anomaly 45 , since it is related to the topological quantity η S BHZ . For B ⊥ > B ⊥,triv , Eq. (50) drops to zero corresponding to the point at which the spectral asymmetry of each spin block vanishes. Notably, B ⊥,triv coincides exactly with the critical field, at which the two spin polarized n = 0 LLs cross 36 . This demonstrates that the information about the band inversion is contained in each individual Chern insulator.
For completeness, we show in Fig. 7(a) and (b) the spectrum of a QSH insulator, described by the BHZ model, for magnetic fields of 1 T and −1 T, respectively. The color code marks the two spin blocks. A pair (per edge) of counterpropagating edge states traverses the Dirac mass gap (blue area), which is a hallmark of the underlying QSH topology 22, 47 . Comparing Fig. 7(a) and (b), we see that the spectrum remains unaltered for B ⊥ → −B ⊥ , with the exception that the spin up and down block interchange their role. This property of the spectrum can be understood noting that reversing the magnetic field direction is equivalent to a parity transformation, as both processes effectively flip the sign of M and B and, therefore, interchange the two spin blocks. This result also explains the salient asymmetry between the appearance of the QAH edge states for the two spin directions. In Fig. 7(a) , the strong PH asymmetry protects the QAH edge states of the spin-up block from hybridization, while it causes hybridization gaps for the spin-down block already at very small, positive magnetic fields. As observed in Fig. 7(b) , the situation is in reverse, when we flip the magnetic field direction [cf. to discussion in Sec. VI].
Let us now introduce additionally a Zeeman or an exchange term of the following form H s = σ 0 ⊗ τ z g(B ⊥ ), given in the basis of Eq. (4). This term can be easily incorporated by replacing in our results M → M ± g(B ⊥ ) for the spin up (+) and spin down block (−), respectively. The two contributions to the total Hall conductivity σ xy , which are exclusively determined by the spectral asymmetry in the Dirac mass gap, are therefore given by [cf. Eq. (49)] (52) where s = ↑, ↓ corresponds to ±, respectively. The particular importance of exchange and Zeeman terms originates from the fact, that they can drive a 2D topological insulator from the QSH into the QAH phase 3 . In the following, we are going to discuss two cases: Firstly, H s describes a ferromagnetic exchange interaction, and, sec-
Sketch of σxy is shown for (a) ferromagnetic, and (b) paramagnetic exchange interaction (Zeeman term) as function of external magnetic field B ⊥ at a constant chemical potential (placed within the Dirac mass gap). (a) Sign of σxy is determined by polarization direction of magnetic domains (g0) of the ferromagnet which is here supposed to follow a hysteresis. Signs of g0 are indicated. The Hall conductivity can switch its sign at the coercive field Bc. (b) In the case of a paramagnet, a finite magnetic field B ⊥,QAH is needed to overcome the Dirac mass gap of one of the two spin blocks, resulting in a nonzero σ I xy . We assumed for this paramagnetic case that g0 > 0. In both cases, the Hall conductivity vanishes at B ⊥ > B ⊥,triv , where η BHZ = 0. ondly, a paramagnetic exchange (equivalently, Zeeman) interaction 48 .
Let us first consider the ferromagnetic case, where the magnetization g(B ⊥ ) follows a hysteresis. For our model, we assume that g(B ⊥ ) ≡ g 0 remains constant for a given polarization direction of the magnetic domains. This holds until the external magnetic field exceeds the coercive field B c of the ferromagnet. Above this threshold, the magnetic domains can flip their polarization direction to align with the external field. At B ⊥ = 0, we assume that the system is in the QAH phase, i.e., (M + g 0 )(M − g 0 ) < 0 3 . This condition guarantees that only one of the two spin blocks is topologically nontrivial. The conductivity in the Dirac mass gap is hence determined solely by the magnetization direction, σ xy = sgn(g 0 ) e 2 /h. Applying an external magnetic field, Eqs. (48) and (52) show that the Hall conductivity in the Dirac mass gap (at constant µ) follows in quantized steps the magnetic hysteresis (g 0 ). This remains valid as long as the orbital contribution in Eq. (52), the B/l 2 B ⊥ term, is small compared to the magnetization. More precisely, σ xy drops to zero, when the term B/l 2 B ⊥ exceeds the effective Dirac mass, M ± g 0 , at B ⊥ > B ⊥,triv , where
Ultimately, the orbital contribution drives both spin blocks into the trivial regime. The behavior of σ xy as a function of B ⊥ at constant µ is schematically shown in Fig. 8(a) , where we assume that B c < B ⊥,triv . Since σ xy follows the magnetic hysteresis, the Hall conductivity is an even function of the magnetic field for B ⊥ < B c . This represents a violation of the Onsager relation [cf.
App. C]. The peculiar behavior of σ xy is encoded in a nonzero spectral asymmetry η BHZ , which only drops to zero for B ⊥ > B ⊥,triv . As we have stated previously, this is a signature of the QAH effect in magnetic field and results as a consequence of the parity anomaly. Finally, note that in this scenario, the Dirac mass gap is defined by
In comparison to the case of a single Chern insulator, the 'minimum' is here required to ensure that the chemical potential is placed within the Dirac mass gap of both spin blocks.
To analyze the role of the QAH edge states in this (ferromagnetic) case for B ⊥ < B c , we show exemplary the band structure of a QAH insulator with g 0 > 0 in Figs. 9(a) and (b) for B ⊥ = 1 T and −1 T, respectively. For the given system parameters and independent of the magnetic field direction, only the spin down (green) block is in the inverted regime. This is reflected by the existence of only spin down QAH edge states in the Dirac mass gap (blue area). It hence follows that σ xy (−B ⊥ ) = σ xy (B ⊥ ). Due to the strong PH asymmetry, the appearance of the QAH edge states outside of the Dirac mass gap changes with the magnetic field direction.
Let us now turn to the (second) paramagnetic case. For simplicity, we assume that g(B ⊥ ) = g 0 B ⊥ , although one should bare in mind that a paramagnetic exchange interaction is actually determined by a Brillouin function 3 . Since we are here interested in a qualitative discussion, this approximation allows us to write down analytic results. In comparison to the ferromagnetic case, the system is in the QSH phase, i.e., σ xy = 0 at B ⊥ = 0 [cf. Fig. 8(b) ]. Applying now an external magnetic field breaks the symmetry between the two spin blocks, so that the associated Dirac mass gaps close at two different critical magnetic fields, i.e., B ⊥,triv,↑ = B ⊥,triv,↓ . Ultimately, the QAH phase is induced when one of the two spin blocks becomes trivial. From Eq. (52), we see that this is the case if
In comparison to Ref. 3 
In this regime, the Hall conductivity is given by σ xy = sgn(g 0 ) sgn(eB ⊥ ) e 2 /h (for a constant chemical potential within the Dirac mass gap). The sgn(eB ⊥ ) dependence results from the fact that, depending on the magnetic field direction, either σ I xy,↑ or σ I xy,↓ is nonzero. Paramagnetic topological insulator therefore do not violate the Onsager relation even though each spin block can exhibit the parity anomaly. We can understand this effect also in terms of band structure calculations. As an example, we show in Figs. 9(c) and (d) the band structures for B ⊥ = 1 T and −1 T, respectively. Depending on sgn(eB ⊥ ), the QAH edge states of either the spin up (orange) or down (green) block traverse the Dirac mass gap. Recall that their chirality is determined by their intrinsic Chern number and not by the magnetic field. Although the Onsager relation is therefore not violated, the survival of the QAH edge states in the Dirac mass gap is still apparent.
When the magnetic field is increased further, the system becomes ultimately a trivial insulator when the Dirac mass gap of the remaining, second spin block is closed at [cf. Eq. (52)]
Above this threshold, the Hall conductivity drops to zero 49 . As sketched in Fig. 8(b) , the Hall conductivity (at constant µ) evolves therefore from 0 to ±e 2 /h, and again to 0 with increasing |B ⊥ |. This so-called reentrant behavior of σ xy 50 is hence encoded in the spectral asymmetry and can be interpreted as a representative of the parity anomaly.
VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have derived the relation between the spectral asymmetry (parity anomaly) and the QAH effect in magnetic fields in the presence of a broken particlehole symmetry. We showed that, in contrast to the parity breaking mass terms, a PH asymmetry acts like a magnetic-field-dependent chemical potential. In addition, we showed that the strength of the PH asymmetry strongly affects the hybridization of coexisting QH and QAH edge states in magnetic fields. Finally, we predicted experimental signatures that are connected to the parity anomaly in para-and ferromagnetic TIs. Interesting future directions include analyzing the temperature dependence of the spectral asymmetry, as well as extending the scope of this topological quantity to other topological materials, such as 3D TIs or Weyl semimetals, which are also governed by Dirac-like operators.
The superscript marks whether a state is part of the valence (−) or the conduction (+) band. Solutions for negative magnetic fields are given by
and c n defines the appropriate normalization constant. We can therefore write the field operator in magnetic fields in terms of the LL spinors,
where u n,kx (x) = e ikxx y|ψ + n,kx labels again a solution of the conduction band and v n,kx (x) = e ikxx y|ψ − n,kx a solution of the valence band. The n = 0 LL plays a special role in this context. Since it is either part of the valence band or the conduction band, it can contribute either only to the first or to second sum in Eq. (A9). More precisely, the first sum in Eq. (A9) runs from n = 1 to ∞ and the second sum from n = 0 to ∞, if the n = 0 LL belongs to the valence band. The situation is in reverse if the n = 0 LL is part of the conduction band. The situation is similar to a purely relativistic Dirac fermion in (2+1)D 11,19,51 .
Appendix B: Symmetries of Chern insulator and BHZ model
In this section, we review the symmetries of a general Hamiltonian in two space dimensions in the presence of an external vector potential A(x). The Hamiltonian in second quantization reads
We are in particular interested in the following discrete symmetries: time-reversal (T ), parity (P), particle-hole (C), and chiral (S) symmetry. The operators T and S are antiunitary, while P and C are unitary. The field operator transforms in the following way 2 :
where U T , U P , U C , and U S are unitary matrices. Note that in (2+1)D a parity transformation can be defined either as P x : (x, y) → (−x, y) or as P y : (x, y) → (x, −y). This is in contrast to a system defined in a (3+1)D space, where a parity transformation flips the sign of all spatial components, i.e., P : (x, y, z) → (−x, −y, −z). Since A(x) denotes an external vector potential, it is unaffected by any non-spatial symmetry operation. Under a spatial symmetry, like parity, it transform as P x A(x, y)P −1 x = A(−x, y) .
The direction of an external magnetic field does therefore not change under parity. In comparison, if the physical source of the vector potential is an integral part of our closed system (as assumed in (2+1)D QED), it would transform under both spatial and non-spatial symmetry operations 52 . In case of the parity transformation, this would imply that P x A(x, y)P −1 x = −A(−x, y). Opposed to our system, a magnetic field is therefore considered as a pseudoscalar in (2+1)D QED 19 .
An 
where k = (−k x , k y ) and x = (−x, y). Here, we used a Fourier transformation of Ψ(x) to work in momentum space. This choice is convenient in the absence of an external vector potential because translational invariance in both spatial directions implies that the Hamiltonian is diagonal in momentum space. This is not the case in the presence of an external field. Nonetheless, we derived the symmetry conditions in momentum space to permit comparability between both cases. In the following, we consider two examples for which the first quantized Hamiltonian H describes either a Chern insulator or the full BHZ model. Moreover, we focus on an external magnetic field with A(x) = −yB ⊥ e x .
Chern insulator
A Chern insulator exhibits only all of the discussed discrete symmetries if M = B = D = 0 and if no external field is applied. In this case, we find that U T = −iσ y , U C = σ x , U S = σ z , U P = σ y . (B11)
Introducing either the Dirac mass M or the nonrelativistic mass B breaks TR, parity, and chiral symmetry. A non-zero D parameter breaks the PH and chiral symmetry. What is the effect of an external magnetic field? It breaks all symmetries except for the chiral symmetry. This is due to the fact that the n = 0 LL is in this case exactly at zero energy and is therefore its own partner under a chiral transformation.
BHZ model
In case of the BHZ model, the unitary matrices are given by
Let us again consider the effect of each parameter separately. In contrast to a Chern insulator, neither M nor B break any discrete symmetry. This is possible because T , S, and P involve both spin blocks. The Zeeman term g takes the role of M and B in a single Chern insulator and breaks TR, parity, and chiral symmetry. The D parameter breaks PH and chiral symmetry. Again, an external magnetic field breaks all symmetries except for the chiral symmetry.
Parity symmetry of charge
We briefly want to comment on the parity symmetry of charge in our system compared to (2+1)D QED. In the latter, charge is considered to be a pseudoscalar which means that it is odd under a parity transformation 19, 32, 51 . This is because ρ(B ⊥ ) = e 2 sgn(M ) B ⊥ /2h, where B ⊥ is odd under parity 53 . This is in contrast to our system, where the magnetic field and, hence, the charge are both conventional scalars [cf. with discussion below Eq. (B6)].
